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1. INTRODUCTION  

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) occurring when lightning (LEMP) hits grounded facilities (either a tree, 

tower, building or a lightning rod) is a natural phenomenon that has been known for as long as 

mankind exists. During the last century, this phenomenon was well studied and this allowed to adopt 

some methods and techniques, which are widely used as protection from EMP. 

As for electromagnetic pulse of high altitude nuclear explosion (NEMP), which occurs near the 

ground surface upon nuclear weapon detonation at high altitudes (30 – 400 km), the situation is 

different. The first trials to study NEMP were held in USA in the summer of 1962. During these trials, 

powerful electro-magnetic pulses were registered, which could vastly affect electronic equipment, 

communication and power supply lines, radio- and radar stations. They even knocked out street 

lighting in Hawaii, which is located about 1,500 km from the center of explosion.   

In the fall of 1962, the Soviet Union also conducted three high altitude nuclear explosions, (each with 

a capacity of 300 kt) under the project called "Project-K” above the military fire range Sary-Shagan 

(Karaganda region, Kazakhstan) in order to study NEMP phenomenon. During these trials, an impulse 

current of up to 3400A was registered in aerial telephone line cables, which resulted in the emergence 

of a pulse voltage with an amplitude of up to 28 kV; actuation of all the arresters installed in the 

equipment and blowing of all the fuses accompanied by shutdown of communication system; damage 

of radio communication systems located 600 km away from the center of explosion; outage of a radio 

location unit located 1000 km away; damage of transformers and power generators at power plants; 

insulator punctures of overhead transmission lines. Serious damage of equipment was also reported at 

Baikonur Cosmodrome. It should be noted that this refers to equipment manufactured in the 1960s, 

i.e. the one using electromechanical elements and vacuum tubes, which is much more resistant to 

EMP than modern digital and micro-processor based equipment.  

The destructive impact of both types of EMP on the objects is alike and is stipulated by two factors: 

very high amplitude of voltage pulse applied to the object and high pulse current flowing through this 

object, as well as other secondary EMP outcomes related to these two factors, which are dangerous 

and damaging for electronic and electrical equipment. This similarity of destructive impact resulted in 

the fact that the lightning protection methods and techniques, which have been properly researched 

and tested, started to be applied to NEMP.  An example would be the fundamental principle of 

protection against the lightning: compulsory grounding of objects through the minimum possible 

resistance and the use of gas discharge tubes and filters that divert the pulse’s energy to the ground.   

Is it really true? Are the specifications of LEMP and NEMP so similar to allow identical methods and 

techniques of protection? 

Abstract: The article discusses the differences between the electromagnetic pulses at lightning (LEMP) and 

at high altitude nuclear explosion (NEMP or HEMP). The article also shows that these differences do not 

allow to transfer LEMP experience on to NEMP. The author questions the effectiveness of grounding of 

electronic equipment as the main protection principle against NEMP, even though this method of protection 

is stipulated by all the regulatory documents and standards. 
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2. MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LEMP AND NEMP 

In fact, LEMP is a local electric breakdown of gas space (air) between two electrodes featuring high 

potential difference between them: a cloud and the earth (or an object located on the earth and 

featuring the earth’s potential), Fig. 1. 

However, NEMP is a distributed electric field, which covers a large area and affects the objects 

located hundreds and thousands of kilometers away from the explosion epicenter due to spatial 

relocation of charged particles, e.g. electrons and ions that appeared as a result of complex physical 

processes, which occur upon the nuclear explosion in the atmosphere, Fig. 1.  

 

Fig1. The area of lightning and high altitude nuclear explosion impact 

Moreover, the structure of this field is not uniform and can be conditionally split into three component 

parts: Е1, Е2 and Е3. E1 is a very short pulse of electric field shaped as 2/25 ns with the field gradient 

of 50 kV/m near the ground surface. E2 is a weaker electric field’s pulse with duration from several to 

dozens milliseconds. E3 is a very long low voltage pulse of electric field, which has to do with 

various processes in ionospheric medium. This can last up to several minutes and stipulates 

occurrence of significant quasi-DC currents in long-distance conductive media, such as rails, pipes, 

cables and wires. E1 is the most powerful, destructive and complex pulse (from the standpoint of 

protection)with vertical and horizontal polarized parts. Thus, when saying NEMP in this article, it will 

mean E1 as its main component.  

Compared to LEMP, NEMP is less powerful (Fig. 2) and significantly shorter (Fig. 3), but as it covers 

a large area and affects thousands of facilities simultaneously, it is more dangerous than LEMP.    

 

Fig2. Spectral density of LEMP and NEMP energy 
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Fig3. Differences in time parameters of LEMP and NEMP 

As stated above, both LEMP and NEMP can relocate over a distance and reach the ground surface in 

different ways. In case of LEMP’s relocation through the ionized channel represented by a single or 

even branched cord, the situation is more or less clear. However, in case of NEMP the situation is 

much more complicated. First, the shape of NEMP’s electric field near the ground surface is 

developed subject to the Earth’s magnetic field; it is rather uneven. Second, the electromagnetic wave 

reaches the ground surface at a specific angle and thus, the electric field near the ground surface 

possesses both vertical and horizontal components. Third, part of electromagnetic energy, falling onto 

the ground surface at an angle, will be reflected and can consolidate with the energy falling onto the 

ground.  

These differences between LEMP and NEMP make it possible to assume that they are different in 

their effect on the objects located on the ground surface.  

Indeed, if we take a 10-meter metal rod, push one of its ends into the soil (vertically) and attach to it a 

current sensor, when lightning hits the open end of the rod, the sensor will register high amplitude 

current flowing through the rod as its grounded end has got zero (conditionally) potential, while the 

upper end takes up high (relative to ground) potential of the lightning.  

When we have the bottom end of the rod well insulated from the ground surface and install it 

vertically, then there will be no current in the rod, even if we assume that lightning hits it, as there is 

no potential difference between the rod’s ends (different capacitance values of the rod’s ends relative 

the ground can be neglected due to their low level).   

If NEMP impacts the same insulated rod, there will be high potential difference between its ends 

(theoretically, dozens of kilovolts) and the current sensor will register the relatively high amplitude 

current pulse flowing through it. Moreover, high potential difference occurs between the rod’s ends, 

even if it is located horizontally relative to the ground surface. What happens if we ground one of the 

ends of this horizontal rod? It is a much more complex case because NEMP penetrates in the soil and 

induces gradients directly in the soil. This effect takes into consideration the model of a power 

transmission line with grounded neutral to study the NEMP affect. In such a model, the voltage on the 

open second end of the line to the ground will depend on the transmission line height above ground, 

its length and soil conductivity [1].But this model is not our case with insulated ends of the rod, and in 

our case the grounding of one of its ends does not affect the voltage gradient between the ends.  

The same effect will occur at a single electronic device installed in a cabinet in a control room with 

fully electrical insulated (without considering capacity to ground) control cables connected to its 

inputs. The electric field affecting these cables has nothing to do with the ground and its potential. In 

other words, such cables with potential difference induced on its ends by NEMP acts as a EMP source 

insulated from the ground for electronic devices. It works as a charged accumulator battery in an 

insulated body. What happens, when only one pole of the accumulator battery is grounded? Just 

nothing! Neither with the accumulator battery, nor with the insulated load, that receives power from 

this accumulator.  
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Fig4. Single port open area guided-wave simulators, produce a vertical electric field. 

So, why would something happen if we ground the NEMP affected small local object as a control 

cabinet with electronic devices inside? This question is very important and highly relevant as it 

directly affects efficiency of equipment intended to ensure protection against NEMP. According to 

[2]: “The early-time E1 HEMP waveform also couples efficiently to short lines (1-10 meter) 

connected to equipment (power, signal lines, etc.) and can induce large voltages and currents that 

can be conducted to the inside of the equipment”. In this sentence there is no relation to ground.  

Unfortunately, it is a very difficult to study this phenomenon in an open area test site simulator 

(OATS) suitable for simultaneous testing the group of electrical control cabinets with cable 

connection between them, because most such simulators contain a Marx generator and two electrodes: 

one grounded mesh and another one – an insulated mesh placed above the grounded mesh at a height 

5 – 20 m, Fig. 4 (so-called “single port open waveguide simulators” A simulated electrical pulse field 

is applied directly between these two electrodes, between the upper electrode and the ground. In such 

a simulator, well grounding the equipment under test (that is a low impedance connection the shields 

and metal shells of equipment to the down electrode) will always play the role of effective protection 

means as at lightning testing. The grounding of down electrode is due to necessity simulating 

influence of ground reflection on the field in the test volume. However, in contrast, in small radiated 

test facilities equipment under test (EUT) shall be placed on dielectric stand above the ground plane 

within the test volume, according to IEC 61000-4-20 standard [7]. In our opinion, to study 

aforementioned phenomenon in a large OATS also can be use dielectric plate between EUT and down 

electrode without EUT grounding. 

3. GROUNDING OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT AS THE MAIN PROTECTION MEANS AGAINST NEMP 

Various standards, (both civil and military) as well as different guidelines and recommendations, 

justify the necessity of compulsory grounding of all types of electronic and electrical equipment as the 

main protection means against NEMP. But why, if the grounding system does not act as an opposite 

electrode with an opposite charge for NEMP (unlike a lightning strike)?  
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According to [3] “In general, the reason for grounding are varied, and it would be presumptuous to 

attempt to specify grounding procedures without first establishing the reasons for grounding and the 

goals that the grounding system should achieve. These reasons and goals are usually based on system 

functional, safety and RF interference considerations as a consideration in the ground-system design, 

at least one more goal has been added (EMP hardness), but the reason for grounding may remain 

unchanged. The basic reason for providing a “ground” in electronic equipment is to establish a firm 

reference potential against which signal and supply voltage are measured (or established)”.  

Such considerations are a reason for standard recommendation about standard grounding methods in 

all documents related to NEMP, despite the grounding is not a clear and proven protection means 

against NEMP. But the functional and safety considerations and reference potential necessity for 

electronic equipment have also another direct grounding solution [4 - 6]. At the same time, it is 

obvious that the branched and spatially distributed grounding system acts as a huge antenna for 

NEMP, absorbing energy from a large area and delivering it directly to sensitive electronic equipment 

via the grounding circuits. Of course, the energy level will be partially lowered by the conductive soil. 

However, the part that finds its way into the system will be enough to result in a dangerous potential 

rise directly in electronic circuits of highly sensitive microprocessor-based equipment (such as digital 

protection relays - DPR): 

-“Many elements of a facility can act as efficient collectors and provide propagation paths for EMP 

energy. EMP can couple to structures such as power and telephone lines, antenna towers, buried 

conduits, and the facility grounding system [8]; 

- “Based upon coupling calculations it is appears that levels up to 10 kV may be coupled to horizontal 

buried lines in a substation yard (although 20 kV is possible under some scenarios)” [2]; 

- “A “ground” is commonly thought of as a part of a circuit that has relatively low impedance to the 

local earth surface. A particular ground arrangement that satisfies this definition may, however, not 

be optimum and may be worse than no ground for EMP protection” [9]. 

- “For HEMP protection, however, the grounding system is considered a potential path for transient 

penetration into the system and a means of distributing transients throughout the interior [10]. 

There are two contradictory ideas about grounding appears in many engineering books and 

documents, for example: 

“The primary effect of the HEMP is, therefore, the production of large voltages or currents in large 

structures and conductors such power lines, buried cables, and antennas, as well as in facility 

grounding systems” (page 935)…. And in the same page: “The goal of all grounding and bounding 

techniques is to redirect the HEMP-induced currents to the earth” [11]. 

 “Grounding does not directly provide protection against EMP… (page 5-3) and “The grounding 

required for EMP protection... (page 5-5)”[8].  

What conclusion may appear from such ideas?    

In fact, many individual printed circuit boards of this equipment have got their own “ground”, i.e. a 

system of conductor strips with a so called “zero” or “reference” potential; all the other potentials 

necessary for equipment operation will emerge relative to the former. As a rule, this internal ground is 

connected to a metal body, which, in turn, is connected to an external grounding system. The potential 

of the grounding system is known to increase under the common lightning strike. At the same time, it 

is considered that if all the electronic devices will share the potential of a grounding system, i.e. there 

will be no difference of potentials between the circuits of "zero potential" of various devices, this 

increase of common potential and its difference from zero, that takes place in all the devices 

simultaneously, cannot cause malfunctioning of these devices. The whole theory of grounding is 

based on this assumption prescribing to maintain minimum resistance of grounding system's elements, 

using equipotential planes, etc., in other words, the measures aimed at prevention of a difference of 

potentials between "zero potential" circuits, distanced from each other and hence grounded at different 

locations, but at the same time they stay in electric and informational contact. Furthermore, the issue 

of what happens in a single electronic device during the rise of its "zero potential" circuit is not 

addressed. The fact is that any electronic circuit contains a lot of non-linear elements and those that 

possess capacitance and inductance and connected to "zero potential" circuit. As a consequence, 
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voltage and current will not rise simultaneously at different points of the circuit during the potential 

rise in it. You can visualize it as a plate supporting weights of different mass that are attached to this 

plate by means of springs of various rigidity. If we start raising this plate gradually (i.e. during the 

gradual increase of potential energy), the potential energy of all the elements resting on this plate will 

increase simultaneously. However, if we raise the plate abruptly, the elements will not change their 

position and potential energy simultaneously. Additionally, if they were mechanically united, perhaps 

this would even result in breakages of those connections. Thus, availability of equipotential plane and 

maintaining zero difference between the circuits of "zero potential" of different devices does not 

guarantee the absence of malfunctioning of highly sensitive electronic equipment. In real life, when 

using electronic equipment located at spatial facilities, it is very difficult and sometimes even 

impossible to maintain zero difference of potentials between the circuits of "zero potential, especially 

when the grounding system is working as an antenna, Fig. 5. 

 

Fig5. The impact of high voltage on the inputs of electronic equipment remotely located from each other in 

grounded bodies upon the impact of E1 component of NEMP onto the grounding system. 

This situation is true for large energy producers and industrial enterprises, such as power plants and 

substations, oil refineries, etc.   

4. PROTECTION DEVICES AGAINST NEMP  

Usually, devices designed for protecting equipment from NEMP overvoltage, are connected between 

the circuits to be protected and the grounding system (common mode protection), Fig. 6.  

 

Fig6. Simplified design of various LC-filters against NEMP and devices protecting from pulse overvoltage with 

parallel elements that divert impulse energy from the input to the ground. VR – varistors, GDT – gas discharge 

tube.  

Special filters intended for NEMP protection include non-linear elements that divert impulse energy 

from the filterinputs to the ground, Fig. 7. 

 

Fig7. Real design of 3-phase NEMP filter that contains non-linear resistors connected between each input of the 

filter and the ground (in addition to capacitors that divert energy to the ground) 
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Another problem is the difference in parameters of such filters for a pulse applied between the input 

and the ground compared to the pulse, applied between individual inputs, Fig. 7. At the same time, 

main protection is designed between each input and the ground. Many filters have been designed with 

only one input terminal, one output terminal and the grounded body (Fig. 8). Thus, they are intended 

to protect sensitive inputs of equipment solely from pulses featuring higher amplitude relative to the 

ground and divert energy from the input to the ground.  

 

Fig8. Filters protecting from NEMP pulse applied to equipment input terminals relative to the ground. 

However, when the grounding system does not represent the area of reverse potential or zero potential 

for NEMP, where will the pulse energy be diverted? And when a similar pulse occurs on the 

grounding electrode simultaneously with high voltage pulse occurring on the input of a filter or a 

device protecting from overvoltage, how will this filter weaken NEMP? 

These questions are still waiting to be answered. Thus, the specialists invite active discussions 

concerning this problem because “grounding may not be a solution; rather it could be part of the 

problem” [11]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Use of grounding of electronic and electric equipment as the main NEMP protection is not only 

questionable, but also may be dangerous, as instead of NEMP weakening, it can enhance its 

destructive impact on equipment. However, since this grounding is stipulated in all the regulatory 

documents, this problem needs to be further discussed with the relevant specialists.   
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